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Abstract: Music has been neglected in geography, yet the rise of 'world music' exemplifies the
multiple ways in which places are constructed, commodified and contested. Music from distant
and 'exotic' places has long entered the western canon, yet the pace of diffusion to the west
accelerated with the rise of reggae and the marketing of Paul Simon's Graceland (1986), which
pointed to the modification and transformation of distant, 'other' musics for western tastes and
markets. Fusion and hybridity in musical styles emphasized both the impossibility of tracing
authenticity in musical styles and the simultaneous exoticism and accessibility of distant musics.
'Strategic inauthenticity', romanticization and the fetishization of marginality were central to the
search for and marketing of purity and novelty: simplistic celebrations of geographical diversity
and remoteness. The formal arrival of world music in 1987 was as a marketing category with
commerce and culture entangled and inseparable, in a form of appropriation for western,
cosmopolitan audiences. Yet, for musicians, world music was an expressive project, which
created identities that fused the local and global, traditional and modern. For some,
international success required artistic compromise, essentialized identities and the resources of
transnational companies. Others simply resisted categorization. The expansion of world music
exemplifies the deterritorialization of cultures and emphasizes how the rise of a particular
cultural commodity (world music) is primarily a commercial phenomenon, but could not have
occurred without the construction and contestation of discourses of place and otherness.

Key words: world music, authenticity, commodification, performing identity, deterritorialization,
cultural diversity.

I Introduction

It is a truism that music has largely been ignored within human geography, and
despite the repetition of similar sentiments by several authors (Kong, 1995; Smith,
1997; Carney, 1998) just three books (Carney, 1978; Leyshon et al., 1998; Connell
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and Gibson, 2003) formally trace any facet of the relationship between music and
geography. Moreover, most existing studies have focused on western musical
pasts and presents and have ignored what has come to be called 'world music',
despite its absorption and marketing within the west. This paper examines the
rise of world music, and situates it within contemporary geographical debates on
deterritorialization, commodification and cultural identities.
More specifically, we seek to examine the extent to which world music can be

conceived as a selective 'commercial' category of music, rather than a genre that
has inherent links to particular world regions. At one level, all music is 'world'
music, in the sense that music is a perennial feature of all societies across the
globe, but only some musics are labelled as such. This process of the selective fram-
ing of a musical genre has much to offer geographers in a theoretical sense. It outlines
the manner in which links between cultural identities and places are claimed and
commercially constructed; yet at the same time it also exemplifies deterritorializa-
tion. Beyond this, the paper explores how musicians are situated in multiple cultural
and economic networks - some seeking to reinvent or revive traditions, others
creating opportunities in musical production to stir national political consciousness
or contribute to transnational political movements, and some merely seeking to achieve
commercial success. Still others resist categorization as world music and seek to
unsettle attempts to define their identity in relation to place or essentialized images.

That no previous work in geography has explored the significance and meaning of
'world music' is somewhat surprising, given the increasingly entangled nature
of contemporary cultural expressions, and the 'interdependence and intermingling
of global, distant and local logics, resulting in the greater hybridization and perfor-
ation of social, economic and political life' (Amin 1997: 133), not to mention world
music's inherently geographical name. The case of world music provides a powerful
illustration of the complex ways in which geographical meanings - of 'the global'
and 'the local - are articulated and contested. This is especially so in the contempor-
ary era, with the growth of 'cultural' industries (of which music is invariably
considered a central one), transnational migration and ethnic diversity. Rather
than music being something 'regarded with disdain as "mere entertainment", trivial
and ephemeral' (Kong, 1995: 184), world music, and its recent rise, provides valuable
insights into how constructions of place, identity and deterritorialization are uneven
and selective. As we show here, 'world music' comes together as a discursive
category through particular constructions of geography and cultural difference,
but also through a series of social and economic trends: migration, diasporic
movements of people, and international production and marketing of music by
entertainment companies, that are increasingly reliant on transnational communi-
cations technologies and flexible and reflexive modes of accumulation.
Much work in geography has unsettled assumptions about what we mean when

we talk of 'globalization' as a process or as a set of human activities occurring on an
unprecedented planetary scale. Flows of culture and commodities are not
unidirectional, as an 'implosion of peripheries into centres' has unfolded, 'effected
by transnational migration, global marketing, electronic media, and tourism' (Kearney,
1995: 550). The 'third world' is now very much a part of the 'first', whether in terms
of the content of television, music and literature consumed by audiences, or in terms
of the populations of most major cities, now polyglots of indigenous peoples and
diverse migrant groups. Globalization, whatever it entails, is clearly not producing
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a homogeneous world (Featherstone, 1993; Tomlinson, 1999). Rather, places are
repositioned and reimagined within global flows and networks (Appadurai, 1990);
identities are fluid, where deterritorialization is both process and metaphor.

Shifting 'economic' trends - both quantitative and qualitative - have resulted in
new kinds of flows and exercises of market power. Global flows of 'culture' have also
become more rapid and numerous as movements of people become more
widespread. Diasporic networks now connect metropolitan communities across
continents; migration has created spaces of cultural flow between cities and home-
lands. Meanwhile, marketing of cultural products makes similar global connections.
Deterritorialization is both multifaceted and selective. Cultural production and
consumption are 'economic' and reflexive - as major entertainment corporations
attempt to attune to trends, fashion cycles and market volatilities (Negus, 1999;
Lash and Urry, 1994) - and are 'cultural', as social norms, relations and expectations
underpin the everyday reproduction of the spaces within which 'creative' decisions
are made. 'Economic' actors are involved in discourse production and dissemina-
tion, while economic processes, theories, knowledges and marketing constructs are
discursively produced, mobilizing signs, symbols and cultural assumptions.

World music acts as both a metaphor for, and agent of, global cultural-economic
change. 'World music' defines both a subject category and branding exercise,
intended to increase the appeal of certain commodities: consequently, through
world music, discourses of the 'global' and 'local' are produced and disseminated.
World music relies on its being perceived as both global and 'distant', with connec-
tions to specific places. This paper particularly focuses on the ways that such percep-
tions are created, reinforced and contested through the commercial construction of
the world music category. It reveals the selective processes through which cultural
materials are brought together for commercial gain, and how they are then recast
in the vision of western business interests and consumer tastes. It also explores the
agency of musicians in this process. World music is simultaneously a means of mobi-
lity and a cultural expression that has constructed unchanging places and people, so
meeting the needs of the west for new sounds, sources of creativity and expressions
of authenticity.

11 Tracing the exotic: precursors to 'world music'

An aesthetic of exoticism has run through the western gaze apparent in the market-
ing and consumption of 'world' music, and also through other musical forms such as
new age and dance music. Key tensions are involved in the marketing and consump-
tion of 'world music'. Supposedly 'authentic' world music is associated with a num-
ber of criteria: the perceived distance of nonwestern artists from capitalist music
businesses, a sense of 'emotionality' or 'feeling' in music somehow absent in western
music, and appeals to an unchanging temporally fixed past (Taylor, 1997: 26):

What is of concern to listeners is that the world music has some discernible connection to the
timeless, the ancient, the primal, the pure, the chtonic; that is what they want to buy, since their
own world is often conceived as ephemeral, new, artificial and corrupt.

Yet this is also spatial, as appeals to unchanging pasts are simultaneously appeals to
unchanging, and usually distant, exotic sites, which in some contexts become a form
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of virtual music tourism, to places perceived as uncorrupted by market forces (Con-
nell and Gibson, 2004). The rise of world music thus parallels and accompanies the
'entanglement of commerce and culture in the production of ethnicized commod-
ities', within a commodity culture in which 'ethnicized difference is both a matter
of symbolic creativity and political economy' (Dwyer and Crang, 2002: 412). This
has engendered constant debate over notions of authenticity that focus on the dis-
tance between artists and the places and conditions with which their work might
once have been associated, a debate that is further complicated by the context of con-
sumption (Jackson, 1999: 103). The creation and diffusion of world music emphasize
how particular constructions of ethnicity and diversity are central to the production,
marketing and commodification of culture, in a somewhat naive and simplistic
celebration of authenticity and ethnic and geographical diversity.

World music has been variously defined, but tensions are inherent in definitions.
World musics were first taken to be those (Guilbault, 2001: 176):

which came from outside 'normal' Anglo-American (including Canadian and Australian sources,
and mainly from tropical countries [but] because the attraction of world music is seen to lie in its
use of rhythm ... the term has usually been associated with musics from Africa and the African
diaspora [but] now covers American, Asian and European musics, albeit those of minority groups
within these geographical areas.

However, that definition is limiting in its focus on origins divorced from the
networks that world music is distributed through, and its sites of consumption.

For music, as in other cultural industries (such as sport and fashion), aesthetic
categories must be seen as produced and reproduced through networks of produ-
cers, consumers and technologies. Music has always been a mobile cultural
expression, and in this sense world music networks have probably always been
'global' in one way or another, whether through the transnational spread of instru-
ments, scales and styles through trading routes or imposed through colonization.
In terms of music as a cultural industry, a new phase of partial globalization of
popular music occurred around the end of the nineteenth century, when new devel-
opments in transport, the first gramophones and mass production of sheet music
took western music to wider audiences. That phase of globalization was largely
one of diffusion from the west.

While Anglo-American companies came to dominate global flows of recorded
music, they nonetheless incorporated exotic sounds: a deliberate absorption of non-
western forms and traditions into northern popular music. The expansion of global
markets for popular music did not merely entail one-way traffic. Every stage of the
commercialization of popular music incorporated 'alien' elements, though often
substantially modified to suit northern tastes and prejudices (Erlmann, 1999).
Throughout the colonial era, shows, exhibitions and festivals were established in
major European cities. Music was part of this. Instruments such as banjos, once
African, were incorporated early into American music. Musical forms spread
rapidly, often far beyond their apparent origins. By the 1930s, Hawaiian music and
the rumba were well established in Japan (Hosokawa, 1994; 1999), Indonesian game-
lan had become an object of widespread fascination (largely through ethnomusicol-
ogists) and similar eclecticism occurred elsewhere (Toop, 1999). In the postwar years,
the more successful introductions became occasional exotic additions to the lower
levels of western hit parades, culturally distinct, but ultimately little different from
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many other popular music performances; the Weavers sung 'in the jungle, the
mighty jungle, the lion sleeps tonight, Wimoweh' (1962), which took its place along-
side Israeli songs and the Cuban 'Guantanamera'.

Harry Belafonte's two major calypsos of the 1950s, 'Kingston Town' and 'Banana
Boat Song', with obvious African influences, sung of a place 'where the nights are
gay' and banana loading was enjoyable - the height of romanticization of a town
viewed quite differently a decade or so later when reggae became Jamaica's largest
export. Similarly the South African Manhattan Brothers brought themes from a
romanticized, mythological continent, a timeless Africa of animals and jungles
and hunting rituals and mystery: the West's exotic other' (Ballantine, 1999: 16),
often cast in simplistic, gendered terms. Such appropriations underpinned early
easy-listening music of the 1960s. Latin dance styles were particularly popular (as
with Edmundo Ros, Sergio Mendes, Mantovani, Herb Alpert's Tijuana Brass).
Gender representations aided constructions of exotica. Semi-naked natives on
album covers (Connell and Gibson, 2003: 147) emphasized primitivism - reminders
of the distances music had travelled to reach lounge rooms of the west.

Flirtations with eastern mysticism in the 1960s brought new influences; the success
of the Beatles, and George Harrison's fascination with the Indian sitar, increased
exposure to Indian music and to Ravi Shankar, unquestionably promoting musical
sounds and structures quite different from those in the west. However, prior to the
successes of Miriam Makeba, Ravi Shankar and Manu Dibango, the first African
musician to have an international hit (Garofalo, 1993a; Mitchell, 1996), musicians
with exceptional local and regional popularity, such as Umm Kulthuim, the immen-
sely popular 'voice of Egypt' (Danielson, 1997), were otherwise largely unknown in
the west, because their music was unfamiliar and inaccessible, and the words incom-
prehensible. Western recording companies took little interest.
One new musical form that did spread particularly quickly in the west was reggae,

which has become much the most familiar diasporic music, primarily centred on
Jamaica, for which it has often been the most valuable export. Like other genres of
music there can be no exact definition of reggae, which has many elements of
other earlier Caribbean music forms, including mento and ska, the latter itself
being influenced by both modern jazz and American rhythm and blues (Winders,
1983: 67). Reggae combined African rhythms with European melodies and harmo-
nies, though there are 'pure African survivals' in the call and response structures
and references to old African songs, especially that with Rastafarian intent that
deliberately drew on issues of black pride and identity and on African experience
(Hebdige, 1987).

Like other genres of music, reggae was from the outset mediated by a set of
commercial forces of a transnational nature. Bob Marley and the Wailers, generally
considered the pioneers of reggae's overseas market, quickly gained an international
record company Island, and producer Chris Blackwell, and their first album, Catch a
fire (1973), was a major international success, but after modifications from the
original version recorded in a Kingston (Jamaica) studio. Marley's producer at Island
Records, Chris Blackwell, pointed out (quoted in Fox, 1986: 306):

I felt reggae was the white liberal market. I always hoped that it would sell to black America, but it
never did because the music was too ethnic-ish. It wasn't smooth enough ... The only people who
related to it were white, liberal college oriented-type people who were interested in it because of its
sociological aspects as well as its rhythm.
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Those 'sociological aspects' were seen to involve liberationist politics (especially
linked to the African diaspora), exotic spiritualism and a distinctive, yet accessible
musical style from a unique and distant locality (Turino, 2000: 338). Such ideological
themes were the precursor of world music.
Beyond the Caribbean reggae first became successful in England, the principal

destination of West Indian migrants during the boom immigration years of the
1950s and 1960s. A decade later various British groups, mainly white, began to
play ska and reggae music almost exclusively, as reggae moved 'closer to the main-
stream of British society' (Hebdige, 1987: 98; Alleyne, 2000). Black British groups
took up familiar Rastafarian themes in their songs, but usually linked to topical
urban British issues, as British reggae diverged from its Jamaican origins. More-
over, British bands were beginning to have hits in Jamaica; reggae was crossing
the ocean in a different direction. As it diffused it was becoming further
commodified, being transformed from 'a form of cultural criticism into a cultural
commodity' (Cushman, 1991: 38). Meanwhile reggae was adopted and adapted
elsewhere, and this 'global template' (Garofalo, 1993b: 28) gave rise to numerous
local variants, and in diverse contexts the meanings of the original pan-African
metaphors of reggae were both mobilized and transformed into new expressions
of ethnicity and political motivation, and watered down for tourist pleasure. Its
sound, meaning and symbolism were constantly in flux. But the distinctiveness
of Jamaican reggae was argued to have been lost; as one West Indian author
observed (Alleyne, 1994: 83):

the persistent reformulation, amendment and commercialization of [Bob Marley's] music suggests
that we have been listening to an alien, inauthentic representation. Paradoxically since it is the
only one to which we have access, it automatically assumes a level of 'authenticity'.

As in every other variant of world music that was to follow, 'authenticity' was
enhanced by the visual images of record covers (and later CD covers, videos,
websites, etc.). For reggae the common image was of 'dreadlocked revolutionaries
against a ghetto zinc-fence backdrop' a product of an outsider's romantic view
that preferred 'Jamaican artists to remain if not 'noble savages' then at least 'pure'
and bold revolutionaries ever ready to burn down the Babylon of Western dreams',
the outcome of 'not-so-subtle 'othering' and orientalizing' (Huss, 2000: 181, 192).
Soon after Marley's death, his record label, Island Records, signed Nigeria's King
Sunny Ade, flew him to London for a series of concerts, promoted him as 'the African
Bob Marley' and released the album Juju music, which combined Hawaiian slide
guitar with early experiments with dub and synthesizer reverb in one of 'world
music's landmark albums' (Elder, 2002). Island also then signed the Zimbabwean
Thomas Mapfumo for the same reasons (Turino, 2000: 337). Probably more than
any other musician, Bob Marley promoted and legitimized pan-African conscious-
ness, and resistant cultural expressions beyond the African diaspora, but his success
also illuminated the possibilities enacted by a newly internationalizing entertain-
ment industry, and enhanced by the shift to more flexible modes of accumulation
(such as signing artists and licensing product from a much wider set of locations).
The term 'world music', however, only really came into common usage when
cultural flows were reversed, when a musician more wholly schooled in western
musical traditions sought 'exotic' sounds from Africa.
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III Commodification and the arrival of 'world music'

Paul Simon's Graceland (1986) recorded English lyrics over tracks performed by black
South African bands and the vocal group Ladysmith Black Mambazo. The success of
Graceland opened the way for many, like Ladysmith Black Mambazo, to achieve
success in their own right in the west, alongside other nonwestern individuals and
bands, such as some from Papua New Guinea (Hayward, 1998), who would other-
wise have remained of merely local significance. A host of other western musicians
and 'cultural gatekeepers', such as Peter Gabriel and Ry Cooder, similarly
introduced new musicians, sounds and structures from a diversity of regions and
styles, though collaborations became increasingly complex and even unexpected,
including that of Pearl Jam with Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and of the metal band
Sepultura with the Xavante Indians of Brazil (Harris, 2000). The music of those
performers who became successful in the west, with distinct new styles, eventually
became known as 'world music' (or 'world beat'). A new genre had been created.
The production of the album Graceland in 1986, despite its introduction of many

largely unknown African performers to northern audiences, was criticized in
terms of cultural and economic imperialism, as manifestation and embodiment of
the dominant power relations in the music industry, which mirrored global power
relations. Graceland won international awards, and it was celebrated as a blending
of global pop and African 'folk' music and as an important event in consciousness-
raising over the evils of apartheid. Black musicians involved in Graceland
rejected the notion of cultural imperialism as a denial of their own agency, and
supported its validation of urban African musical styles (Garofalo, 1993b; Lazarus,
1993; Meintjes, 1990). Similar criticisms were levelled at other examples of appropria-
tion, such as of African pygmy music by Deep Forest and others (Feld, 1996; 2000),
without the complex political situation of South Africa, and debate over cultural
imperialism and world music has been substantial (e.g., Hesmondhalgh, 1998;
Fairley, 2001).
Numerous other western performers turned to those from the developing world to

play (usually) supporting roles, and imbue their own music with new sounds and
some supposed elements of authenticity, in a growing complexity of music making
and collaboration (e.g., Connell, 1999). One of the most successful of such collabora-
tive ventures was that of Neneh Cherry (of Swedish-Ghanaian origins, singing in
English) who combined with the Senegalese musician, Youssou N'Dour, on 'Seven
Seconds' (1994). Similar cultural fusions and musical creations had long been
celebrated, especially on record sleeves. Thus on Rochereau's Tabu Ley (1984) liner
notes, the emergence of Zairean/Congolese popular music was attributed to a
diversity of influences:

Congolese popular music began taking shape during the 1950s when imported Caribbean (especially
Cuban) records ignited a passion for rhumba rhythms and lyrical melody lines. At the same time,
acoustic guitars became popular in much of Africa. The resulting interaction of Afro-Cuban
music, acoustic guitars and traditional African rhythms gave birth to a new style of music, dubbed
'Congo' - and that region dominated other African styles (electric guitars, choruses and horns
emerged in the 1960s and in the 1970s). Elements of salsa, American rhythm and blues, reggae
and disco drumming were injected into the Congo style.

Critical to this absorption of diversity was the global diffusion of instruments,
records, radio stations and, rather later, cassettes, to the extent that they created
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a 'cassette revolution' in their ability to diffuse diverse musics (Manuel, 1993). Such
themes were reflected on the liner notes of the Malian performer Salif Keita's album
Soro (1987):

Salif Keita's music is a powerful, seamless and highly sensitive melting pot of influences: trans-
planting the traditional music of the griots [indigenous professional musicians] into the present.
He has blended in other West African influences from Guinea and Senegal, and influences
from Cuba, Spain and Portugal, fusing his traditional vocal themes with modern instruments
and style.

Some degree of hybridity was central to all world musics, such as zouk, which
emerged in the French West Indies (Guadeloupe and Martinique) and was exported,
in the 1980s, where performers absorbed and combined diverse influences
(Guilbault, 1997: 33):

These range from local drumming song-dance music, quadrille, biguine and mazurka, to Haiti's
compas direct, Dominica's cadence-lypso, the Dominican Republic's merengue, French-Africa's
soukous, Latin America's salsa, Jamaica's reggae and dub, the United States' soul, funk music
and rap - and other genres.

This hybridity of zouk (cf. Warne, 1997: 138) can be repeated more or less indefinitely
for other genres of world music (though rarely with such diversity). Hybridity and
syncretism were not merely to be triumphed; they ensured innovation, survival
and also continuity.

Eclecticism and cosmopolitanism have similarly been emphasized in CD sleeves,
reviews and advertisements, as in Real World's description of Myriam Marsal's The
journey (1998): 'Myriam Marsal mixes the intoxicating Arabic rhythms and instru-
ments of her homeland [Egypt] with the dynamic, hip-swivelling pulse of Afro-
Pop. Shades of electronica give this album a unique glow, courtesy of producer
Simon Emerson of the Afro Celt Sound System', while Sheila Chandra integrated
Indian and Celtic traditions, which had commonalities with Islamic and Andalucian
vocals, and the music of Bulgaria (Taylor, 1997: 149). Diverse ethnic and regional
fusions and origins, as long as they were distant from the west, seemingly conveyed
extra authenticity.

IV Whose music?

One year after the release of Graceland, world music emerged in Britain as a formal
commercial category, following a meeting of record companies, journalists and
promoters in London in 1987, that sought new means for marketing 'our kind of
material' through a unified, generic name (Fairley, 2001: 276-79). Several compa-
nies, notably Earthworks, Real World and Putumayo, became entirely focused
on the new niche. The manner in which the emergence of world music was
used as a marketing category is evident in the words of Ian Anderson, of Rogue
Records, one of those present at the 1987 meeting (Anderson, 2000: 5; cf. Brennan,
2001: 45):

the logic set out... was that an established, unified generic name would give retailers a place where they
could confidently rack otherwise unstockable releases, and where customers might both search out
items they'd heard on the radio (not knowing how to spell a mis-pronounced or mis-remembered
name or title) and browse through a wider catalogue. Various titles were discussed including
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'Worldbeat' (left out anything without drums), 'Tropical' (bye bye Bulgarians), 'Ethnic' (boring and
academic), 'International Pop' (the death by Johnny and Nana syndrome) and 'roots' (left out
Johnny and Nana). 'World Music' seemed to include the most and omit the least ... Nobody
thought of defining it or pretending there was such a beast: it was just to be a box, like jazz,
classical or rock.

As its popularity increased, it became evident that world music was not a musical
genre, though it did claim a particular kind of engagement with the music (Frith,
2000), but was a marketing category for a collection of diverse genres from much
of the developing world. That classification depended on the social, political and
demographic position of certain minority groups in a particular country. Reggae
was almost never characterized as world music (and 'reggae' never italicized as an
alien loan word). In the United States, where there is a substantial Hispanic popu-
lation, salsa is not usually considered world music, whereas in Britain it is (Guilbault,
1993a: 45). In Singapore, 'traditional' Asian music only appears in world music
sections when packaged and marketed as distant or exotic by western companies,
and aimed at western audiences; meanwhile Canto-pop, J-pop, Chinese Opera and
other Asian styles appear quite separately, in their own categories in the mainstream
sections of Singaporean record stores, when produced and distributed by major
Asian labels. Australian Aboriginal music may be both viewed as world music, if
seen as 'traditional', and excluded if 'modern', categories that are inevitably compre-
hended in quite different ways in different contexts. In music stores in Italy, country
and western music is usually displayed under 'world music'. Even the simplistic
notion that world music is 'simply the music sold in the world music section of
record stores throughout the western (and partly nonwestern) capitalist world'
(Roberts, 1993: 231; Brennan, 2001: 45) provides nothing like a stable category
(Barrett, 1996: 238-39; van der Lee, 1998). Moreover, most 'nonwestern' music
simply never became 'world music'. Surinamese music, for example, was never
heard outside Suriname, other than among migrants in the Netherlands: despite
being 'every bit as modern contemporary and cosmopolitan as any current
release aimed at the world music market [it has not] made the slightest dent in
non-Surinamese markets' (Bilby, 1999: 261). Much of Chinese popular music has
an unfamiliar structure that 'does not allow new-agers to listen and bliss out to
timbres and rhythms [that] provide authentic Chinese music' (Taylor, 1997: 205), if
such existed. It was perhaps neither obscure enough, nor different enough, to have
a global market. Selectivity in the choice of music was an inevitable part of 'the
encounter between underserved niche markets and transnational infotainment
industries in search of copyrights and consuming publics' (Averill, 1996: 219).
More accurately, but in a limited sense, world music has been 'a marketing term

describing the products of musical cross-fertilization between the north - the US
and Western Europe - and south - primarily Africa and the Caribbean basin,
which began appearing on the popular music landscape in the early 1980s [through]
the emergence of new, interlocking commercial infrastructures established specifi-
cally to cultivate and nurture the appetites of First World listeners for exotic new
sounds from the Third World' (Pacini-Hernandez, 1993: 48-50; Feld, 2000). Erlmann
(1996: 474) thus noted that 'the term displays a peculiar, self-congratulatory pathos: a
mesmerizing formula for a new business venture, a kind of shorthand figure for a
new - albeit fragmented - global economic reality with alluring commercial
prospects'.
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World music flourished from the 1980s, in some part because of distinctive
features of that decade's social, political and economic situation, including
international migration (Guilbault, 1993a: 36):

the breakup of the communist block; the resurgence of many ethnic groups; the realignment of
various communities and the formation of new alliances; increasing problems of multiculturality
and polyethnicity; the consolidation of the global media system; and the reconfiguration of the
world economic order with a more fluid international system - all marking the end of bipolarity.

A world of much greater mobility, transience, urbanization and rapid technological
change was marked by new musical diversity and eclecticism. The rise of world
music marked western capitalism's relentless need for new sources of inspiration
and innovation, the construction of new sources of diversity and new areas for
production and consumption.

Despite eclecticism and hybridity, the success of such performers as Youssou
N'Dour or the Benin singer Angelique Kidjo required that they remain 'musically
and otherwise premodern ... culturally "natural" - because of racism and western
demands for authenticity', what Taylor therefore described as 'strategic inauthenti-
city' (1997: 126). Manu Dibango recorded in his autobiography (1994: 125-26)
how stylistic demands were placed on him: "'Stick to African music". How many
times have I heard this diktat from critics as much as musicians from the continent?
I have found myself stuck, labeled, locked in behind prison bars'. A Brazilian perfor-
mer directly rejected the notion of being asked to perform 'unplugged' (quoted in
Lima, 2001: 228; Meintjes, 2003):

We've been unplugged for a hundred years, my friend ... There's ethnic, there's 'world music' but
that's so limiting. They want to see a toothless face, so that when you hear the song you imagine
rotten teeth and hunger. That's what I refuse to do. We need to get away from that.

Yet the music of many famous 'world' musicians had 'passed into the commodity
stage and secured for itself a firm position on full-grown national markets long
before the new global musical culture was even dimly perceived ... it was already
thoroughly modernized before it came to the global bazaar' (Erlmann, 1996: 475; our
emphasis). Youssour N'Dour, like so many others, performed songs reflecting the
pressures of modernity - the impact of tourism and environmental degradation,
migration and nostalgia for the ancestors and their wisdom - using a distinctive
new drum based musical style (mbalax). Kidjo, too, has been 'a kind of postcolonial
critic', drawing attention to social change and development problems (Taylor, 1997:
136). Both absorbed western influences, from Jimi Hendrix to John Coltrane, and
other syncretic African musics, sung in several languages (Kidjo in at least four),
lived in Europe for extended periods, and hence had to travel 'home' intermittently
to (re)capture local influences and sounds; both faced criticism for being too com-
mercial and popular. Much like Christine Anu or Salif Keita (Connell, 1999; Lipsitz,
1994: 44), both claimed to be modern, and viewed western demands for authenticity
and purity as concomitant with demands that they, their countries and cultures,
remain premodern - the other - while the rest of the world moved towards a 'post-
industrial, late capitalist, postmodern culture' (Taylor, 1997: 143). Rather, by contrast,
performers like N'Dour saw themselves as 'global citizens', with Kidjo embarking in
the late 1990s on a project to produce a trilogy of albums that 'build a bridge between
the Black diaspora', from Benin to Brazil and beyond, combining a diversity of
musical influences (Thomas, 1999). At the very least, musicians were making
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conscious choices over content and style yet, in the musical world, 'reifying culture
and simplifying the identities of people has been standard practice ... for a long
time' (Keil, 1994: 177). Strategic inauthenticity represented the cultural face of com-
modification. For the musicians, popular music had become an avenue for diverse
musical diffusions and postcolonial expressions.
World music became increasingly diverse, sometimes pitched through its

marketing as 'yuppie-directed exotica', combining elements of 'quality' art-rock,
dance-craze, mystical mind expansion, scholarly folklore studies (Goodwin and
Gore, 1990: 67) and a form of 'aural tourism' (Cosgrove, 1988), taking fragments of
other cultures for the benefit of jaded western tastes, much like that of 'food tourism'
in 'ethnic' restaurants (Cook and Crang, 1996). Indeed Averill perceives world music
as the 'sonic corollary to expanding tastes in the West for ethnic food' (1996: 216).
Creative Vibes were advertising in 1999 'Travel the World with Creative Vibes',
while a year later Putumayo, a major world music label, urged of a new CD: 'Gardens
ofEden is an exquisite selection of acoustic music from some of the Earth's most beau-
tiful places. Since time immemorial, people have been on a quest for remote idyllic
hideaways where life approaches perfection.' Dan Storper, the founder of Putamayo,
identified the market as 'cultural creatives . .. They're better educated. They tend to
be liberal' (quoted in Diaspora 10, 2002: 30). Subsequent Putumayo releases such as
Musicfrom the coffee lands were even more explicit conjunctions with 'food tourism',
which featured 'melodic music evocative of aromatic cafes around the world'.
Consumers of rai music in France were identified as 'young, upwardly mobile,
urban consumers of travel and leisure products on their way to becoming
decision-makers in French society' (Schade-Poulsen, 1997: 67; cf. Ellison, 1998;
Turino, 2000). To a significant extent, the acquisition of Tuvan (Mongolian), Tibetan
or Tongan music was often more a mark of the cosmopolitan pretensions of the
purchaser, than a reflection of musical tastes: another arena where particular tastes
in consumption contributed to the acquisition of cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1984).
More pointedly, in some respects (Warne, 1997: 135):

a recourse to the category of 'world music' often occurs in the context of a search by well-meaning
cultural tourists for pre-capitalist authenticity, for signifiers of rootedness ... a projection
screen for the anxieties and neuroses of ethnic majority Westerners dealing with the guilt of a
colonial past.

Certain media - from particular radio programmes and guidebooks such as the
Rough guide to world music to world music magazines - are vital in such searches,
mediating knowledge of world music. These include: specialist shows such as
those on BBC Radio 3 in the United Kingdom, Radio France Internationale, Radio
SFB4 Multikulti in Germany and Radio National in Australia; a network of
magazines and internet portals dedicated to world music such as fROOTS and
Songlines (UK), Global Rhythm (USA), Lira (Sweden), Africa-Iwalewa and Folker
(Germany), Batonga! and World 1 Music (Spain), Oye Listen (Holland), Planetes
Musiques (France) and Diaspora (Australia), the geography of which gives some
indication of the orientation of world music promotion towards particular markets.
Such media provide a linked education and gatekeeping role.

Consequently, underlying the diversity of world music was the 'paradox
inherent in the transnational recording industry' where third-world performers
could gain more effective access to global markets through these networks,
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when they conformed to the 'use of preponderant Euro-American scales and
tunings, harmony, electronic instruments now seen as standards, accessible
dance rhythms and a Euro-American based intonation' (Guilbault, 1993b: 150).
Equally, music such as the Pakistani qawwali could be inserted 'into a trendy,
cosmopolitan world music culture' while dragging the music away from its textual
base (Qureshi, 1999: 94). The Real World (whose label name implies authenticity
and stability) recordings of qawwali music were consequently argued to have
'virtually ignored the crucial religious and socio-critical elements of the music,
and . .. attempted to reduce the music to an aesthetic form [simultaneously produ-
cing the] elevation and erasure of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan' (Sharma, 1996: 24-25).
The performers themselves played their part; Xavier Cugat commented
'To succeed in America I gave the Americans a Latin music that had nothing auth-
entic about it ... Then I began to change the music and play more legitimately'
(quoted in van der Lee, 1998: 50). By contrast, ethnomusicological recordings of
local performers in more remote areas of developing countries, such as Feld's
recordings in the Southern Highlands of Papua New Guinea, have not usually
been commercially successful (see Feld, 1991: 12-13). International success
required artistic compromise.

V The fetishization of place

In a more commercial vein, Ry Cooder's 'unearthing' of Cuban music in the mid-
1990s (and subsequent revivals) capitalized on the apparent 'purity' of Latin sounds
hitherto hidden within a socialist state, and 'kept alive' by a distinguished older
generation of forgotten musicians. Such were the basis of images that attached
significance to notions of continuity, timeless pasts and the distinctiveness of
'other' musicians. World music appeared to have both raw and vital energy, and a
simplicity that conveyed virtue.
The credibility of some musical styles and genres arises from their origins, their

sites of production, evident in a number of possible ways: smaller locations, places
'off the beaten track', exclusion from capitalist growth, isolation and remoteness
from hearths of industrial production or working-class communities. For world
music, place is central to images and marketing strategies. Strategic inauthenticity
was not only applicable to musical genres, styles and lyrics, with indigenous
languages seen as 'authenticating' the overall performances (Evans, 1997: 39), but
it was firmly attached to place. In world music, more than most forms of popular
music, ethnicity and locality became 'a fetish which disguises the globally dispersed
forces that actually drive the production process' (Appadurai, 1990: 16). Yet, even
more than that, places were promoted as the cradles of authenticity - despite the
falsity of an intrinsic coherence between culture and space. For Fiona Ritchie, broad-
caster of the (American) 'Thistle and Shamrock' Celtic music radio show (quoted in
Johnson, 2003: 26, 50, emphasis in original):

People hear plenty of music created with commercial potential in mind. But when you hear some-
thing that sounds like it comes from someone's heart, it speaksfrom the heart to the heart. We listen to
music that sounds like it's made by people who care about that music, people who have passion and
a sense of pride in the music and want to celebrate the place it's from ... people want to connect with
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something that sounds like it's from somewhere. So many of us feel rootless. Our families move
around a lot. Music like this gives people an opportunity to connect with something that transports
them home.

More generally, world music exemplified a 'fetishization of marginality' and an
essentialist identification of cultural practices in developing countries with otherness
itself (Erlmann, 1996; Mitchell, 1996). This fetishization was part of a broader trend to
seek out cultures that were stable and introspective, relatively untouched by
processes of commodification, otherwise most evident in some forms of tourism,
which exaggerate, reify and romanticize the extent to which any culture, and
place, is isolated from others (Erlmann, 1998). Exceptionally, this is part of a tendency
to eulogize Africa, and African 'roots', above and beyond that of other nonwhite
people, such as Asians, let alone minority white groups; racism has often resulted
in African Americans being seen as more 'authentic' in terms of musical (and sexual
and sporting) expressions of the body, whereas Europeans have often been
associated more with the mind and less spontaneous types of musical performance
(Gilroy, 1993). Ultimately the quest for authenticity resulted in the discovery of the
'healing' sounds of particular kinds of (usually drum or ambient) music, the 'primi-
tivist fantasy' that resulted in western musicians adopting the music of central
African pygmy peoples (Feld, 1996; Lysloff, 1997; Gibson and Connell, 2004). Thus,
Anthony Copping's pan-Pacific compilation album Siva Pacifica (1997) 'is an emotive
voyage signposted by the passion and majesty of the unique musical ambience of the
South Pacific region. A place where nature itself abounds with rhythmic glory.' Such
eulogies emphasized the virtues of isolation, remoteness and nostalgia for a timeless,
pleasant and distant past.

While origins in distant and developing countries conferred local authenticity,
tensions remained in the placelessness of certain forms of consumption: world
music constituted 'the ubiquitous nowhere of the international financial markets
and the Internet' (Erlmann, 1996: 475). In most extreme form, it has been claimed
both that world music constitutes 'the soundscape of a universe which underneath
the rhetoric of roots has forgotten its own genesis' (Erlmann, 1996: 477) and that, in
the context of a review of a recording of sacred flute music from Papua New Guinea,
it has 'a real capacity for getting inside another culture, then extracting the creative
essence of that culture to whet the insatiable curiosity of people who listen to
their own inner muse' (Diaspora 3, 2000: 33). At one level the rise of world music
emphasized the importance of the 'local' in global commodity flows; at another it
drew little-known places and performers into global markets and culture.

VI Local to global?

The rise of world music, or perhaps more accurately 'third-world music' (Feld, 2000),
through its connotations of exotic difference, remoteness, poverty and simplicity,
emphasized ethnicity, initially as curiosity and eventually as commodity. Marketing
championed difference: local and regional sounds, obscure performers and nations,
strange instruments, creativity and energy, and unusual rhythmic and vocal
structures. As world music entered global marketplaces, and was constructed and
defined by those marketplaces, it became less 'a new aesthetic form of the global
imagination' (Erlmann, 1996: 468), and more a product of fusion that therefore
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necessitated strategic inauthenticity, selectively appropriated and romanticized.
World music thus implicitly constituted 'a spatial model, positing a [usually] neo-
African, sacred, rural peasant tradition at the center ... and secular, foreign, urban
elite space at the margins' (Averill, 1997: 44), that implicitly required the west. Yet
strategic inauthenticity, alongside the convergence - often accidental - of different
musical genres, brought an emerging sense of 'commodified otherness, blurred
boundaries between exotic and familiar, the local and the global in transnational
popular culture' (Feld, 1991: 134). World music ultimately labelled its places of origin
as exotic and 'third world', with its aura of inferiority, while attributing virtues to
their musical traditions.

Music changed in both developing countries and the diaspora as migrants were
able to 'forge new styles and communities of taste, negotiating cultural differences
through the musical manipulation of symbolic associations' (Waterman, 1990: 9;
Connell and Gibson, 2003: 68). Music changed to reflect new contexts, technologies,
opportunities and performing situations, empowering migrant groups by 'staking
out a unique cultural space in the host nation ... an entirely new space that asserts
and affirms both aspects of their hyphenated identities' (Diethrich, 1999: 36). As
migration, especially from poor countries to rich, increasingly became a critical
element of globalization, so music moved away from lingering notions of
'bounded, fixed or essentialized identities' (Feld, 2000: 152), through more rapid
fusion and change in different socioeconomic, political and geographical contexts.
Selected migrant musics have become associated with the ideas and practices of
transnationalism; in the hands on contemporary black producers of hip hop,
world music and dancehall reggae: '"transnationalism" becomes a utopian
symbolic space ... [and] is not a simple transcendence of the national, but rather
an expressive project that samples and mixes the identities of immigrant, citizen
and refugee' (Stephens, 1998: 163), but also of those who remained 'at home'.
Certain individuals and groups such as Transglobal Underground and Afro-Celt
Sound System deliberately transcended and fused a variety of genres, identities,
places and even ethnicities, to challenge conventional stability and certainty
(Hesmondhalgh, 2000). Hence Gopinath argued of bhangra that not only do
'multiple diasporas intersect both with one another and with the national spaces
that they are continuously negotiating and challenging' but, somewhat dramatically,
'diasporic cultural forms such as bhangra are always many texts at once; they are
never purely enabling, resistant or celebratory, but are simultaneously available to
recuperation within hegemonic constructions of identity, culture and community'
(1995: 304), none of which are static. A sense of transnational sound and cultural
politics emerges as global cultural industries commodify and distribute the
materials (CDs, etc.) necessary to create such soundscapes. Commodification
thus embodies a central tension, as both the outcome of strategic branding campaigns
(designed to capture global markets) and a means of transnational cultural
identification for migrant audiences.

Within the broad processes of deterritorialization (including migration, commer-
cialization and the rise of global media matrices) shifting trends in local and global
music are embedded in 'a complex and tangled web of modern mass-mediated
transcultural communication' (Bilby, 1999: 273). Particular trends vary spatially
and temporally, with simultaneous fusion, diffusion, decline and revival, such that
developing models of change is impossible. The rise of the internet has ensured
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that the pace has accelerated and the potential for hybridity become overwhelming.
Chude-Sokei provides a dramatic example of how such shifts operate within one
specific diasporic network (1997: 221; cf. Lipsitz, 1994: 4):

The legendary team of Steely and Cleevie in Jamaica, or maybe Bobby Digital in Kingston, may send
a floppy disk with the basic rhythm track to Daddy Freddy, who is in London with the up-and-
coming production team of Mafia or Fluxy ... This track may feature the latest craze in dancehall
rhythms - sampled Indian tablas mixed with Jamaican mento patterns from the 1950s. After a
brief vocal session, that same information could go to Massive B in the Bronx for hip hop beats or
to Sting International in Brooklyn where the R&B touches are added again ... Within a few days
this mix is booming down the fences at the weekly 'sound clash' between Metromedia Hi-Fi and
the mighty Stone Love Sound System somewhere in a crowded field in West Kingston. Or in a com-
munity center in Brixton. An authentic Jamaican product! And this trade goes both ways, circulating
through diaspora.

Increasingly complex forms of integration and disintegration, alongside tangled
personal physical and electronic webs link the local with the global, in a manner
that gives little credence to those adjectives.

While this kind of hybridity may be successful on the dance floor and in the record
store (Maira, 1999: 44):

though fashionable in theory and also literally in 'ethnic chic', it is not always easy to live, for
families and communities demand loyalty to cultural ideals that may be difficult to balance
for second generation youth. Theoretical valorizations of hybridity do not always hold up on the
ground, where the contradictions of lived experience challenge binaries of authentic/syncretic
cultural identities.

Such contradictions were made explicit by Nitin Sawhney on Beyond skin (1999), the
British-Indian musician questioning both allegiances to prior ethnic nationalisms
and new identities (Sawhney, 1999):

I am Indian. To be more accurate, I was raised in England, but my parents came from India - land,
people, government or self - 'Indian' - what does that mean? At this time, the government of India
is testing nuclear weapons. Am I less Indian if I don't defend their actions? ... Less Indian for being
born and raised in Britain? - For not speaking Hindi? Am I not English because of my cultural
heritage? - Or the colour of my skin? Who decides? - 'History' tells me my heritage came from
the 'Sub' continent - a 'third world' country, a 'developing' nation, a 'colonized' land - So
what is history? - For me, just another arrogant Eurocentric term ... I learned only about Russian,
European and American history in my school syllabus - India, Pakistan, Africa - these places were
full of people whose history did not matter - the enslaved, the inferior.

Sawhney's music moved explicitly away from any sense of strategic authenticity, or
the cliche of world music, by incorporating a diversity of beats, sounds and emotions
into tracks that escaped ethnic or place categorization, and that questioned cultural
identity rather than enbalmed it. The hybridity of musical forms was scarcely
reflected in contexts where performers such as Sawhney were simplistically labelled
as 'Indian' and their music as 'bhangra', and where families and communities were
divided by the extent of assimilation and change. Indeed 'renegotiating your identity
purely though the expressive cultural forms of diaspora is at best naive, at worst
opportunistic' (Banerjea, 2000: 76). Even within particular migrant or transnational
communities there is both conservation and dissolution: hybridity and change are
tempered by family loyalties, generational shifts, employment, class structures and
personal preferences.

Essentialized identity could be no part of this complex structure of fusion and
diffusion. Performers were active producers of musical culture, not passive
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respondents to commodification, creating something 'qualitatively new, with its own
dynamics, rather than just a dilution or corruption of something formerly authentic'
(Barber and Waterman, 1995: 240), through intricate processes of fission, fusion and
creativity. Artists resented being categorized as 'world music', separate from a wider
body of popular music; thus Sawhney argued that 'world music is a form of apart-
heid . .. you go into a record store and they have 4 CDs from India, 4 from Africa or
wherever ... it's like they read the Indian name on the cover and don't understand it,
and therefore shove it on a shelf somewhere where it's marginalized' (quoted on
Radio Triple J, Sydney, 13 August 2001). The fetishization of place, and people,
inherent in the marketing of world music, was being actively resisted.

VII Conclusions: world music ... a global music?

the roots themselves are in a constant state of flux and change. The roots don't stay in one place.
They change shape. They change colour. And they grow. There is no such thing as a pure point of
origin, least of all in something as slippery as music, but that doesn't mean there isn't history.
(Hebdige, 1987: 10)

There is also geography. Despite deterritorialization, international migration,
transnationalism and the commercial underpinnings of the music industry, musical
genres in every place, required at least some local identification, and their own
internal musical structure, technology, performative contexts, and social and political
environment. Not only have local musics occasionally resisted, or failed to be swept
up by, global commodification - and thus their transformation into 'world music' -
as in parts of Asia, but transnational cultural products do not simply replace local
ones, instead being refashioned and given new meaning. Rather than eliminating
specificity and creating homogeneity, capitalism absorbs and works through differ-
ence, resulting in multiple capitalisms and multiple modernities, though centred in
the west. Societies can no longer be seen as 'self-contained, authentic, meaning-
making communities; rather most communities are derivative and mutually
entangled, enmeshed in the complex power-laden relations between local worlds
and larger systems' (Lockard, 1998: 266). In a world of decentralization, fragmentation
and compression, 'all cultures are involved in one another; none is single and pure,
all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated and unmonolithic'
(Said, 1995: 15). It would be elegant if the 'local' could be equated with the 'authentic'
and globalization with the inauthentic and commercial, but such simplistic distinctions
have little bearing on the complexity of the migration, fusion and hybridity of contem-
porary cultural forms, their credibility or their enjoyability.

Musical identities, like so much of popular culture, are now more transient and
more evidently involved in fission and fusion than ever before. Escaping inter-
national influences - lyrical, ideological, stylistic or technological - is impossible,
and rarely sought, while attempts to produce music with a specific local identity
are necessarily shaped by global trends: the global and local are thus relational rather
than oppositional. Performers such as Ravi Shankar, Bob Marley and their many
successors, such as Angelique Kidjo and Cesaria Evora, sought to perform transnational
identities, where their actions and commitments were embedded in relationships
that connected them simultaneously to two or more nation states, thus unsettling
cultural meanings. In a wider sense, this could be seen in terms of the increasing
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internationalization of capital, the restructuring of production processes and the
disruption of local economies (Guilbault, 2001: 181). Most were part of a tradition of
international migration, one outcome of which has been complex relationships between
the production of recorded music and its distribution, marketing, live performance
and consumption, only part of which is captured in Chude-Sokei's account (see
above). Contemporary music articulates transnational social, musical and economic
arenas that encapsulate the experiences of homelands and diasporic locations
in a world of 'unsettled cosmopolitanisms' (Greene, 2001: 169; see also Rice, 2003).
World music thus entails various expressive projects for musicians: some seek
to strategically position themselves as locally authentic; some seek to embody or
reconnect with ethnic or national traditions and histories; others seek to become
transnational performers or, like Nitin Sawhney, seek to resist any sense of bounded
or fixed identity.

Despite the broad processes of commodification that created the world music
scene, the shifting currents of local and global music trends are embedded in 'a com-
plex tangled web of modern, mass-mediated trans-cultural communication' (Bilby,
1999: 273). World music and its cultures of creation were never isolated. Particular
trends vary spatially and temporally, with simultaneous fusion, diffusion, decline
and revival, hence 'musical traditions are only preserved by constant innovation'
(Frith, 2000: 311). Promoters of world music often presumed the converse: a sense
of geographical space as a stable, bounded territory, a parallel sense of cultures as
homogeneous and belonging to particular places, and a notion of race that is infused
with fixed biological and musical characteristics (Guilbault, 2001: 178). Deterritoriali-
zation has changed all that. Guilbault consequently sees 'pastiche' as a more effective
means of evaluating world music in its acknowledgement of the loss of referentiality
in a postmodern global culture (2001: 179). As Averill phrases it, 'World beat record-
ings, in their sound structure packaging and promotion, privilege the marks of differ-
ence and authenticity and signifiers of exotic locales. Promoters of world beat music
typically derive ancient histories for what are essentially contemporary musics' (1995:
342). As in other contexts where ethnic cultural products are commodified, such as
'ethnic' restaurants and 'world movies', cultural capital is created through the collu-
sion of entrepreneurs, reviewers and consumers. The culmination of this collusion
occurs in the annual World Music Expo (WOMEX), established in 1994, involving
1000 companies, 200 journalists and 250 exhibitors, a crucial site for determining
which musicians get signed, promoted and distributed. Through all this, the rise of
world music elegantly demonstrates how deterritorialization has resulted in, and
necessitated, an exaggerated sense of locality and cultural distinctiveness.

Just as the consumption of 'ethnic' food represents a soft multiculturalism that
stems from a degree of detachment so 'world music participates in shaping a kind
of consumer-friendly multiculturalism ... that follows the market logic of expansion
and consolidation' (Feld, 2000: 168). World music, like some forms of dance music,
allows 'white folk to rub shoulders with a carefully constructed exotica and for
the perpetuation of a myth of multiculture' (Banerjea, 2000: 65). The spatial and
cultural difference accorded to world music is central to its commodification. Erlmann
has translated this into a more political agenda (1999: 282): 'it is through the recog-
nition of the irrevocable complicity and interdependency of people, technologies,
cultural topographies, and musical practices in the last two centuries that we may
begin to get a better sense of a world that is now truly one', except of course that
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it is not. Indeed the existence of world music as a distinct category attests to the
commercial necessity to retain and selectively promote ethnic and geographical
differences, strategically imbue them with authenticity and market the outcome.
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